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'l'he entire a:rea of vision, visual perception and its relationship 
to education has been, at times, misunderstood or, at the ver.y best, 
poorly ~~derstood by those working within the fields of vision, 
perception, and education. The fact that at least one child in seven 
is handicapped in his ability to obtain essential reading skills, 
according to ~empleton, at al, leads many individuals to feel that 
there is a need for further study into the relationship between vision 
development, perception, and the reading task. 
A thorough review of the literature, at bast, reveals an area 
-filled with contradiction and conflict. Because of such strife 
many individuals are left to ass:.t'Tle that vision and visual-perceptual-
motor skills are major keys in the development of a child and in the 
development of his learning abilities. 
Piaget stated that the major developmental task of a child between 
the ages of three and a half to seven years of age is the establishment 
19 
of stable and accurate perception. Gray, 1947, found that there existed 
a high correlation between competence in reading and academic ability. 
He further found that this correlation was reduced as an individual 
progressed through school. He attributed this reduction to the 
increasing complexity of achievement and its dependency on more factors. 
Center~ 1951~, states that a. relationship bebteen reading. performance 
-1-
J 
and perceptual functions might best be shown by a test or tests of 
46 
perceptual dynamics. Winebrenner, . l951, felt strongly that the ability 
to perceive and reproduce form is a necessity for rea~g. Schorr 
40 
and Svagr, 1966, found a significant relationship between visual-
8,9 
perceptual skills and reading comprehension. Coleman, 1968, 1972, 
found that nine of twenty ... two subtests accounted for more than thirty~ 
three per cent of the variability in academic achievement. :rhe two 
basic areas which these subtests outlined were Spatial Discrimination 
and Pattern Reproduction. Lo;.rder, in 1967, concluded that h rhere ~s 
a significant relationship between perceptual ability and scholastic 
achievement.n27 Rosnar~61973, in a comparison of school achievement 
as related to I.Q. and parc~ptual skills, found that perceptual skills 
were directly related to school achievement, to a higher degree than 
I.Q. scores. Arnold Sherm~; 1973, while investigating selected samples 
of children from six to thirteen years of age, found that seventy to 
eighty per cent sh~~ed visual-perceptual-motor difficulties. 
Therefore, while the more contemporary evidence tends to indicate 
a positive correlation ba~ween developmental-perceptual skills 
and lenrning, the fact still remains that we need much more dntn, not 
only in a diagnostic area, but of a remedial nature as well. 
Purpo se 
It does not take one long, in the clinical situation, to realize 
thnt the standnrd optomotric examination does not always provide the 







abilities. rherefore, it is no wonder that a series of procedures have 
been developed to i'u.rther supplirnent the standard optometric visual 
examination. One such area of supplj_mental exploration can be designated 
under the broad category of "developmental tasting". One of the basic 
testing batteries in this area is that of the Developmental Visual 
Examination, as presented and. standardized by the Gesell Institute of 
Child Development and the Child Care Section of the Optometric Extension 
Program Foundation. 
The Developmental Visual Examination is coming into more and more 
wide spread use in various forms, within the scope of total optometric 
care. It is this wide spread use and the implic.ations made between the 
re~ilts of such tests and a child's school performance that has led to 
the need for increased research in the area of developmental vision. 
29,30 
:r--:cKee, 1971, 1968, aptly described the problem with the statement, 
"For years we have clinically prescribed with a high degree of success 
for the visual and perceptual needs of our patients to a large degree 
on empirical dal~a." He further staLed \:.hal- we cannot continue to rely 
on empirical data in this age of logical, scientific pedagogy. 
It is the IJ'J.rpOse of this study to provide additional statistical 
informa.tion in the area of optometric developmental testing and its 
relationship Lo specific educational processes such as reading. 
-3-





CHAPTER n · 
Sa~ple Description 
Our sample consisted of three second grade classes totaling 
fifty-three students from the Cornelius Elementary School, Cornelius, 
Oregon. rhe students were tested in February and March of 1975. 
Some of these students were part of the transient population that is 
characteristic of this geographic area. 
resting took place in the school cafeteria, which is in the 
basement of the gymnasi~~. 
The students t~at were i."lcluded in th~ sample had to .meet the 
following refractive criteria: 1) refractive error with habitual 
correction in place not to exceed+ 1 • .50 diopters of hyperopia, or 
-0.50 diopter of myopia as determined by static retinoscopy; 
2) uncorrected astigmatism not to exceed 0.75 diopter. 
Procedure 
The vision development tests a~~nistered to the subjects ware 
selected from the battery of the Gesell Institute of Child Davelopmant. 






Monroe Visual J 
Gesell Directionality (Double Com..rnand) 








I. Copy Forms 
The Copy Forms are a simple and enjoyable test sequence for most 
children. B,y making different observations of a child's performance 
on the test sequence, one can arrive at the developmental age of a 
child. The Copy Forms, for example, supply us with information about 
the child's eye-hand coordination, organization of figures on a page, 
size consistency, perception, etc., which enables us to place a 
developmental age on the child. 
The test was administered as follows: 
A. An Bt x 11" sheet of paper and a pencil were placed befo1•e 
the child. 
B. The Copy Forms were placed at the top of the child's paper. 
c. The following instructions were given to the child: "I a.rn 
going to show you some pictures and I want you to draw 
what I show you. 11 
D. As each figure was exposed, the exa.'lliner said: ''Make one 
exactly like this.'' 





5· Divided Rectangle 
6. Horizontal Diamond 







F. If the child asked vThere he should draw these pictures, · 
the examiner said: trr,fuarever you want. tt 
G. rhe examiners used arrows and numbers to denote the direction 
.;L lJ. 
and sequence used to complete a form, i.e. •.J, 03 
4- ~ 
H. If the child's copy form was unrecognizable, the examiner 
I. 
noted on the child's paper what the fern should have bean. 
The evaluation of each child's performance was accomplished 
by referring to School Readiness20 and Lowder, R. G., 
Perceptual Ability and Sch?ol Achievement27, 1967. 
J. Because the Copy Forms were evaluated subjectively, the 
copy forms were evaluated by one individual in order to 
keep the evaluation as standardized as possible. 
II. Xonroa Visual 3 
2he Xonroe Vis~al 3 test investigates the ability of the child's 
pcrt~er of recall. The \fonroe Visual 3 test was administered and scored 
as follows: 
A. A recording sheet and pencil were placed before the child. 
B. The following instructions were given to each child: tti run 
going to show you four cards. Each card has four designs on 
it. I a~ going to show you one card at a time and then take 
it away. After I take the card away, I want you to start 
drawing the designs you remember on the top line of this 
recording sheet (pointing to the top line)." 
-6-
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C. The cards . were pl~_ced above the child • s recording sheet. 
D. Each' cai-d was expo~ed for ten seconds. 
E. The child · was given as much time as needed to recall as many 
figures as possible. 
F. For each correct figure the child received one point. For 
each figure that•..;as recognizable the child received t point. 
If the ~esign was reversed, the subject received f point. 
The child received zero points if the reproduction was 
unrecognizable. 
G. The points received by each child were totaled and an age was 
arrived at by referring to Table 66 on pg. 199 of School 
Readiness. 20 
III. Gesell Directionali:,y Test 
A. Na."lling Parts of t.he Body 
The exa~iner asked the child to point to a specific part of 
his body. If 7 he child was unable to . point to the specific 
part in question, this was noted on the recording :form. The 
parts were presented in the following order, with age norms 
appearing in parenthesisa 
1. Eye (4) 
2. Eyebrow (~-?t) 
3. Palm of Hand (?-8) 








B. Naming Fingers 
The child opened his hand and placed it palm do~ on the 
table. The examiner pointed to one finger at a time and 
asked the child to name it. If the child named the finger 
wrong or coulQ~•t name it, this was recorded. The fingers 
were named in the foll~~ng order: 
1. Thumb (5) 
2. J~dex or Pointer (5t , after demonstration) 
). f<Iiddle (7-8, after demonstration) 
4. Ring (?) 
5· Little or Pinkie (5) 
For both the index and middle fingers, the no1m was 10 if 
there was no demonstration. 
c. Naming Right and Left 
The examiner gave the children two comm~~ds: 
1. "Show me your right hand." (5-5t) 
2. "Show me my (examiner's) right hand. 11 (6) 
The results were indicated on the recording form. 
The above three tests were investigative tests, which 
informed the examiner of the child's knowledge of his 
different body parts and of his ability to distinguish right 
from left. If the child was unable to name a part of h.i.s 
body or distinguish right from left, he was instructed as 
to the correct response. It was necessary for the child to 
have this basic kn~Nledge in order to administer the double 




D. Double Command Directionality Test 
1. rhe child was asked to place one part of his b9dy on 
another part of his body. 
2, rhe responses ware individually timed. 
). It was noted ,.,hether the response was correct or 
incorrect. 
4. The child was commanded to do the following: 
a. "Place your right thumb and right little finger 
together." 
b. ttPlace your left hand on your left knee." 
c, "Place your left ring finger on your right 
eyebrow," 
d. 11Place your right elbcrw in the palm of your 
left hand." 
e. ''Place your right middle finger on your left 
cheek." 
f. ''Place your left thumb a."'ld right thumb together." 
g. "Place your right middle finger and left little 
finger together." 
h.. "Place your right little finger· and left ring 
finger together." 
i.. 11Place your left middle finger and r'lght index 
finger- togethe.r." 
j. "Place your left thumb and right ring finger 
together." 
5. To arrive at an age level for the child, all of tha 
individual response timas (uhether the response was 
correct or incorrect) were totaled and averaged, 
-9-
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By re~e~ing t o the table entitled "Right and Left 
20 Scol~ing ," in School Readiness, pg. 178, and-by ~ding 
the total av6raged time in the double command column, 
the age level was obtained • 
IV. Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs 
The standardized oral reading paragraphs is a test which 
enables the examiner to determine the reading level of a child. 
The test was administered and scored as follows: 
A. Each child was tasted apart from the others. 
B. The child was given an unused folder to read from. 
c. The exarniner, using another folder, filled in the child• s 
name and other information. This folder was then used 
as the examiner's recording sheet. 
D. Each paragraph l-tas timed. 
E. 'Tha child's efforts were recorded while reading. 
F. }1istakes were recorded as follows: 
1. Omissions were circled. 
2. Additions ware written in above, i.e. the boy had 
very 
aAbad cold. 
3. Substitutions were written above the correct word. 
4. If a word or nords "torere repeated, the word or words 









G. If seven or mora mistakes were made in one paragraph, 
the test was ended. 
H. The nu.mber of errors in each paragraph were totaled. 
I. The paragraph score was obtained by using rabla I -
Paragraph Score on our recording fo1ws. By looking 
down the column entitled ''seconds'' until the child's 
reading tLme was reached and by looking across the 
chart until the column was reached that contains the 
number of errors made, the par~graph s~ora was obtained. 
J. The paragraph s::Jores were totaled to arrive at the raw 
score. Table II on our recording form was now consulted 
in order to obtain the reading level of the child. By 
looking down the raw scora column until the child's 
ra:~r score ~.ras found and by looking across from it, under 
the column entitled ~B-score", the child's reading level 
was found. 
K. The child's reading level was converted to his age level 
by consulting ~able 4 in the Oral Reading section of the 
Handbook of Diagnost ic Test.s for the Developmental 
. 28 0-gto'Tietn~. 
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;]A.L>:>T l!;R ITI · ~ · . . 
The st..'lt is tbal analysis is sho-..m. in this section in tabular 
form~ The bulk of the analysis was to perform fifteen test pair 
correlations betwean the four developmental tests and the two school 
reading tests. Tables IA through IC break these down in the follo•~ng 
way. 
There are eight inter-test corralations, i.e., between the 
developmental tests and the reading t9sts. There is one intra-test 
correlation between the two school reading rests. There are six intra-
test correlations among the developmental tests. 
Tabla II is a complete table of the statistical analysis of the 
data. All fifteen test pairs are listed and the results of the analysis 
performed by the computer. The specific operations used on the data 
are the Pearson Product-Noment, the Student-t and the F-analysis. The 
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Comprehension vs. Vocabulary ::/.Sll-9947 j 
IC - Developmental Sub-Test Correlations 











* .05 confidence level 
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TEST PAIR 
1. Gray Oral 
.vocabuiary 






r f t Exceeds 
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1 39 ~ 8895.·?,~:;6··· '11 9.354 ! 8676.4968 : .307 2.001 ~ ... 6§2 
-
vo_c_a_bul_ a_ry _____ -i-1 __ 'i"''' _ ___;_o __ 1_2_. 8_9_8--l--1 _1_ ._3_+1 ---+-----+---+-1 -----
5. Gray Oral 
Comprehension 
' ! ! 
J 4Q il07.925 ° 10.053 j 101.072 1 .}86 1.16311.9921 ** 
0 1 84.779 ° 11.393 129.8 1 
6. Visual III 
Co!!!prahansion 
23.705 561.947 1 
10.80 116.64 l • 297 4. 949 --
' 7. Copy Forms ; 39 ! 82.769 5.981 ' 3$ .182 ! -.020 3.223 __ Co:-nprehansion 1 I 85.415 10.80 ! 116.62 j 
---------~-~'-----·-------------+' ----4--~-----r---~ 
8. Directionality : :38 1 86.289 9.354 : 87.498 i .J-20: 1.486 .332 
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Direc tiona.li ty 
53 1104.377 I 
82.377 
53 104,377 I 
i I 86.943 ! 
10.053 101.072 . • 299 2.911 --
5.892 34 .. 715 • 
; 
10.053 I 1o1.o72 :1 6o 
-·P 5.120 --22.750 I 517.586 -- I 
52 llo4.o38 l I
- , 84.865 0 
10.053 l 101.072 .185' 1.245 10.216 ** 9.006 81 .. 122 
.53 86.962 
82.)20 . i 
1 1 82. 36.5· , 5. 981 
; 52 1 84.865 9.006 
! 
561·947 ; -.0211,5.767 --
35. 639 j 
. --·-
Visual III 1 
Directionality j 
r-- --·-: ·-·· 
52 ' 87.230 23.705 
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· .CHAPTER IV 
Conclusions 
The· optimu.."ll situation for the learning process i-s when the child's 
perceptual level of development is in harmony with the academic demands 
put upon hiM. Optometry's concern is an assessment of whether the 
child's vision is developed enough to handle his school workload. The 
Gesell :;3attery of Developmental Tests is the tool used .by optometrists 
to unearth the child's level of perception. 
Tests which determine tha developmental stage of a child must 
be . both reliable and valid. Validity, i.e., whether the tests truly 
measure a child's perceptual development, is a purpose of this study. 
He have attempted to correlate age scores as determined by the Gesell 
.Battery of Developmental Tests and grade scores as determined by the 
Gates-l•fcGui.i.ity Reading rest. 
~e have adopted a classification system to categorize all the 
correlations. Correlations ca.1t only range between an absolute value of 
1.0 and 0.0. By breaking this range into 0.2 intervals, we will describe 
the correlations as being High (1.0 to 0.8), High-Madat'ate (0.8 to 0.6), 
Hoderate (0.6 to 0.4), l·~oderate-Low (0.4 to 0.2), and Low (0~2 to o.o). 
The results of the data analysis can ·be listed according to this 
classification in tha following manner: 
A. High Correlation 
1. Gates HcGuinity Vocabulary vs. Ga.tes-HcGuinity Comprehen~ian 
(r • .854) 
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. c. l':od~~ate 'correlation . 
1~ Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs vs. Gates-McGuinity 
Vocabulary (r = .524) 
2. Copy Forms vs. Gesell Directionality (r : .456) 
D. Hcderate-Low Correlation ·· 
1. Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs vs. Gates-McGuinity 
Co~prehension (r : .386) . 
2. Gesell Directionality vs. Gates-NcGuinity Comprehension 
( r : .307) 
3• Copy Forms vs. Standardized Oral Rea.ding Paragraphs ( r : .. 299) 
4. Nonroe Visual III vs. Gates-McGuinity Comprehension (r = .297) 
5· .Honroe Visual III vs. Gates-McGuinity Vocabulary (r: .250) 
E. Low Correlation 
1. Gesell Directionality vs. Standardized ;Oral Reading ~ Paragraphs 
(r:: ~185) 
2. Gesell Directionality vs. Monroe Visual III (r = .179) 
3. Copy Forms vs. Gates-McGuinity Vocubulary (r • .137) 
4. Gesell Directionality vs. Gates-McGuinity Comprehension 
(r : .118) 
5. Copy Forms vs. Gates-McGuinity Comprehension (r = -.020) 
6. Copy Forms vs. Nonroe Visual III (r : -.021) 
7. }!onroe Vis1J.al III vs. Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs. 
(r : -.06'J~ 
Additionally, we studied the data with an F-analysis and Student-t 
analysis. ft~ F-analysis was run on every test pair to determine w?ich 
samples ha~ statisticall~the same variance. Only on the test pairs 
that did have the sa..11e variance, i.e., normal populations, could ..;-re 
then perform a Student-t analysis for confidence level. The results 
show that Gray Oral vs. Vocabulary, Gray Oral vs. Comprehension, and 
Gray Oral vs. Directionality were test pairs that had low enough values 
or the F-distribution to be analyzed for confidence of repeatability. 
The Student-t analysis shows that these test pairs are significant 
beyond the .en confidence level. 
-16-
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Discussion 
.. . .. 
·.· 
" . 
1. Introductory Paragraph 
· .
.. 
As stated previously, because the basic optometric test sequence 
often does not reveal visual problems, it has become necessary to 
probe for visual perceptual motor skills or their lack of development. 
The purpose of this study is an attempt to statistically analyze the 
possibility of predicting school reading performance, based on the results 
of the Gesell Developmental Test Batte~. We would like to know if the 
presence or absence of perceptual skills has a direct relationship with 
a child's ability to read and comprehend written material. 
The following will be a discussion of the testing conditions which 
may have altered the results, a breakdown of the correlations according 
'to the High, Moderate-High, Hoderate, Moderate-Low, and Low classification 
previously described, and the reasons why the correlations occurred the 
way they did. The inter-test correlations will be discussed first, 
followed by the intra-test correlations. 
II. Test Conditions Which Affected Scores 
Before going into specifics, there is a need to discuss the test 
conditions which may have caused variation in all the test re~~lts. 
We attempted to standardize the testing as- strictly as possible, but 
the following factors were generally beyond our control. 
The Gesell Battery was administered over the months of February 
and March, 1975. The Gates-HcGuinity Reading Tests were administered on 
September 8, 1975. Even though all the children were tested at the same 
-17-
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time; there exists a six to seven month laf$ batvreen the t-vro tests. 
Maturation and learning which occurred during this time could be 
significant. 
The testing facilities ware less than ideal. We tested in the 
school cafeteria which is in the basement of the gymnasium. Physical 
education classes periodically above us were very noisy and distracting. 
Additionally, due to overcrowding, a class was held in the cafeteria 
itself and the competition from that group was similarly disturbing. 
The Cornelius Elementary School has a high n~mber of transient 
students, due to t..~a many migrant families living in the area. It is 
not uncommon for a child to spend as little as two weeks at Cornelius 
Elementary. B .. )cause of this, the school curriculum stresses reading very 
heavily, possibly at the expense of other academic skills. They use a 
Title I Federally funded reading program. The point here is that a more 
typical school, with a more rounded curriculum, may show diff~rent ro-
sults on a study such as this. 
We administered the tests individually, but usually one or two 
other students were seated nearby, ready to be tested next. There is a 
possibility that these students may have learned or benefitted from being 
present, thereby performing better than the student who was completely 
unaware of the test contents. 
A very important factor is the inexperience of the examiners both 
in administering and grading the tests. Careful observation of the 
subject's mannerisms and peculiar behavior are essential for oorrect 
-18-
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administration. · .. The grading and evaluation would also differ if past 
experience would have enabled us to pick up more subtle clues. 
Despite the scores of both the reading and the developmental 
'.tests ultitM.tely being recorded in the same units of total months, 
the fact remains that the developmental tests are subjectively scored 
and the reading tests are objectively scored. Thus, there is a higher 
chance of variation than if both were subjective tests or both were 
objective tests. 
Test grading sho•.t.1d have been done immediately after each child was 
examined. Due to time consideration and getting the children back to 
class as soon as possible, this was not done. Some information about 
the mood, maturity, health, and attitude of the subject has,therefore, 
been unaccounted for in the results. 
Finally, some of the students we used in Lhe study were of Mexican 
or Spanish descent. This group would certainly be disadvantaged in 
not having English as their inherent language. The Corn.elius Elementary 
School has a Spanish-English remedial program, but the possibility of 
low scores simply due to a language problem is present. 
III. Specific Test Correlations 
The most significant result of the study is that the correlation. 
bet,neen developmental, or perceptual-motor, tests and school reading 
tests is generally low. The factors just discussed are certainly possible 
reasons for Lhis. However, ba:f'o:re analyzing each test pair correlation,. 
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A child doa.s· not necessarily .rieed all the skills we examined in 
order to perform well in school. A child may be very strong in one 
area, such as visual memory, and low in all other areas, yet still obtain 
good grades. We feel the temptation to label these very subjective 
skills and predict the child's success, yet He must avoid this. Instead, 
we must realize the tremendous ability of the child to compensate and 
adapt to inadequacies and allow himself to use his skills most efficiently. 
On the other hand, the child may shol-T high skills in symbolic pro-
cessing, fine motor control, and vocabulary• . but if a directiona.li ty 
problem exists, it can deteriorate his overall school performance.-
Dr. Hartin Kane (1973), at the Northwest Congress of Optometry, stated 
that if there is a handicap in any area of performance, we can expect 
it to pervade all areas of performance. 
Just as one well-developed skill can buoy a child up for success 
in school, one poorly developed skill can ~lbmerge ~~e child into con-
fusion, impedance of learning, and school failure. We are dealing with 
highly subjective, indi,Tidual, non-averageable, performances, and so, 
moderate to lo"\f correlations should not be unexpected. 
Inter-test Correlations 
The eight inter-test correlations can be broken down and discussed 
according to the classification previously described. Correlation ranges 
from direct linear correlation (value : 1) to L1verse linear correlation 
(value: -1). The midpoint of the range is zero correlation or zero 
predictive ability (value: 0). There are no test pairs that show a 
high correlation (value 1.0 to 0.8) or a high-moderate correlation 
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There is only one test pa.ir that shows a moderate correlation (value 
0.6 to 0.4). This is Standardized Oral Rea.ding Paragraphs vs. Vocabulary, 
at a ·value of 0.524. Considering the skills needed to do well on both 
these tests, this is not unexpected. Both require the child to recog-
nize and pronounce the word, but not necessarily comprehend the meaning. 
This can be sean with elementary vocabulary tests that are often spelling 
tests. Recognition, rather than comprehension, determines vocabulary 
in young children. 
Tnere are four test pairs that show a moderate-low correlation 
(value 0.4 to 0.2). In order, these are Standardized Oral Reading 
Paragraphs vs. ~omprehension (.336), Gesell Directionality vs. Vocabulary 
(. 307\ r.:onroe Visual III vs. Comprehension ( .297) and Monroe Visual Ill 
vs. Vocabulary (.25Q). 
Agair., the two tests that examine reading skills show a relatively 
good correlation. The Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs only 
mea~~re whether the subject can read quickly and accurately; comprehension 
is not mea~~red. The lower correlation for comprehension indeed shows 
that this is a less needed skill. However, of all the Gesell Battery 
Tests, the Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs show the two highest 
Correlations with comprehension and vocabulary, as .ndght be expected. 
The correlation of Gesell Directionality vs. Vocabulary is next 
in the moderate-1~ range. This can possibly ba $xplainad by the need 
to recognize the language coriA for vocabulary skills~ A ohild vTho re .. 
verses letters, -vrho cannot differentiate "d" and "b", or "p", "qtt and "g~, 
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grasp the left-to-right conventio~ ~d t he symbolic coding of the al~ 
phabet could spend 'less time looking at indiVidual letters and be able 
to perceive the whole word more quickly. His vocabulary . skills· \vould at 
least be more facile than the poorly skilled child. 
The other two test pairs in the moderato-low :t"ange both involve 
the Mon:t"oe Visual III. The difference in correlation is only .047, 
showing that visual memory serves in comprehension and vocabulary nearly 
equally. The ability to visually recall a printed word or letter 
would help many children to recognize and pronounce a word, i.e., aid 
their vocabulary, and also associate the word with past reading exper-
iencas, i..e., aid their comprehension. How·ever, many children today are 
learning to read phonetically. By u sounding-i ~.out,~ a strange word 
is perhaps no more difficult t.~1a.~ a knm-..--n word. This concept of 1·3·· 
emphasizing memory and recall could· explain the low correlation of the 
visual memory and reading skills. 
In the low correlation range, (o.o to 0.2), there· are three test 
pairs. Copy Forms vs. Vocabulary (.137), Gesell Directionality vs. 
Comprehension (.118), and Copy Forms vs. Comprehension (-.020). 
As alluded to previously, directionality xnay have some association 
with symbolic skills and vocabulary, but the level of predictability 
drops d~~ very low for comprehension. There appaars to be other 
skills more highly correlated wlth comprehension thm thos~ inhe:rent in 
di:rectionality. 
The other two test pairn in this low range both involve the copy 
forms. This is interesting since the copy forms are widely accepted 
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with vocabUlary ;is·. higher" ~han comprehension, with .comprehension actually 
having a small negative or ' inve~se relationship. 
It has been said by ~:ichael King of .t-IK11, Inc. (1975) ' that copy 
forms are good predictors of reading skills, since the designs are 
precursors of letters. · For example, a. poor triangle exhibits poor 
recognition and formation of the letter "A", and the diamonds and 
divided rectangle show the child's ability to work with the letters 
K, M, N, v, "ltv, X, Y, z. The correlations shown by the copy forms exhibit 
a very low ability to predict language skills and reading performance. 
Intra-tast Correlations 
The seven intra-test correlations can also be broken down and 
described according to our adopted classification system. 
The Gates McGuinity Comprehension vs. Vocabulary shows a high 
correlation, at a value : .849. We infer from this that the tests are 
measuring the same basic skill. Because vocabular,y and comprehension 
are closely related, we expect and obtain this high correlation. 
One intra-test paid shows a moderate correlation, that being Copy 
Forms vs. Gesell Directionality, at a value : .456. The form perception 
skills examined by Copy Forms and the directionality skills may be 
synergistic enough to produce this relatively good correlation. However, 
the tests do measure different areas and the ability to predict one 
from the other is questionable. 
T"ne intra-test pair in tha moderate-low range is Copy Forms vs. 
Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs, at a value : .299. We have 











perception. Again, a connection may exist between the two skills, but 
the correlation value is low enough to make such a conclusion unwarranted. 
The bulk of the intra-test pair correlations fall into .the low 
range. Most values are very close to zero with some slightly negative 
or inversely correlated, The general conclusion is that the Gesell 
Battery tests are not measuring the same areas of performance. This is 
beneficial to the examiner in that it allows more information, yet 
removes the ability to predict or average the child's performance. 
The Gates-McGuinity is concerned with the output of reading par-
formance, whereas the Gesell Battery investigates the skills that are 
the basic fo~~dation for the reading. With this in mind, the high 
intra-test correlation of tha Gates-McGuinity tests is expected. 
Because of the many skills used for reading and the compensation 
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An attempt was made to investigate . the relationship between subtests 
of the Gesell Battery of Developmental Tests and school reading perfor-
mance. The Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs, Monroe Visual III, 
Copy Forms, and Gesell Directionality Test were administered to fifty-
three second grade students and the results compared to their vocabulary 
and comprehension scores on the Gates McGuinity Reading Test. 
Tne results show that correlations between the test sets are 
generally low. Due to the very subjective nature of the developmental 
tests, it is difficult to determine if a specific performance on the 
Gesell Battery accurately reflects school performance. Further investi-
gation in this area is recommended beoausa of the tnal'ly 'i.l.l'l~Ot1 trollable 
fac toi:',S which a.ffe,·: ted out• t•a:'m..l !:..3. 
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· . ~a~,;~ fin~ers 0 5 yr. R hand (point to ~hnd·S R haild) \ t-ge · .. 'I 
.. . 
N:inning parts of body 
, . l. - Eye · · · 
.--: · (l) Thumb . Show me your R ;ha~d (Lf can't name H. hand) \ 
. . . ' . . ' . . 
2. Eyebrow 
3. Palm 
. 4. Elba·w 
.· . . 2 
· : · . . Irid~x (pter) · . How do you know? 
: .· :.', .(3} Middle (2-2) 
. . 
, · . . 4 · Ring (wear) 
: ·.. (5) Little 
L hand (point to child's L hand) 
. Ex-~r's R hand (show) 
How do you know?. 




' 4 Middle 
1(5} Cl. eyes, 
bend head 
(6) Bend head, 
tap n. 
with heel 










Seconds Method Seconds 
(1) R thumb-R little 
2 L hand-L knee 
3 L ring-R eyebrow 
4 R elbow-palm L hand 
5 R middle-L cheek 
6 L thumb-R thumb 
(7) R middle-L little 
a R litile~L ring 
9 L middle-R index 
10 L thumb-R ring 
Av. Total 
~d J ... ~~.:ts 
2 ;')-~ 6 7 s 9 
3.0 2.3 2.3 
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4 .. 4 
s 4 n el IT ct ).!~ 
2 1 0 0 0 
! 1 1 1 0 
II ! 1 l 0 
-;I J 1 I 0 s 1 1 0 
- "l? -
R•.,. Scor~ B-Score- Raw Score- B-Seer, 
I I 4 JB -4.2 
l 1.6 19 
"·" 
' 
I 8 20 4 . ~ 
4 1.9 21 .C.7 
~ 2. I 22 4.9 
G 2 } n ~.1 
7 2 ... 14 ~ - ' 8 2 6 2~ ~.-4 
9 .2.9 26 ').1 
10 2.9 2.7 ~-9 
II . \ I 2N G. I 
12 \ , ] 29 G.-4 
13 } 4 }0 6 . 7 
14 \ (· }I 1.0 
l"> } .. n 7.} 
16 }.9 n 1.1 





















He was approximately six feet tall and his 
body was well proportioned. His complexion 
inclined to be florid; his eyes were blue and 
remarkably far apart. A profusion of hair 
covered the forehead. He was scrupulously 
neat in his appearance; and, although he 
habitually left his tent early, he was well 
dressed. 
10 
Responding to the impulse of habit Jo-
sephus spoke as of old. The others listened 
attentively but in grim and contemptuous 
silence. He spoke at ·length, continuously, 
persistently, and ingratiatingly. Finally ex-
hausted through loss of strength he hesi-
tated. As always happens in such exigencies 
he was lost. 
11 
The attractions of the American pra1r1es 
as well as of the alluvial deposits of Egypt 
have been overcome by the azure skies of 
Italy and the antiquities of Roman archi-
tecture. My delight in the antique and my 
fondness for architectural and archaeological 
atudiea verges onto a fanatidsm. 
12 
The hypotheses concerning .. physical phe-
nomena formulated by the early philosophers 
proved to be inconsistent and in general not 
universally applicable. . Before relatively ac-
curate principles could be established, phys-
icists, mathematicians, and statisticians had 
to combine forces and work arduously. 
I • 
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STANDARDIZED ORAL READING PARAGRAPHS 
By William S. Cray 
Name:·----····--·-·---·-·----·---· ___ _ ··········---····-··-·-··-· .. . Age Today ............ ·.: ......... . 
· Yean ldooth; . ' 
Race.----·----·-·--·---. _______ ·--.. Sex ________ .. _.: .. _ ... -·---· .. . : ... Grade .. ._ .. c ••• : •• __ , ______ , ·' __ .:: 
City-----------------.---···-----------_ State .. _ ..... ___ ·.--··----·-· ... ~-Date .. ~~--~----· .":: ....... ·~.~ ~ ... = 
SchooL ......... -·--·-·----·----··---·.: .. ··-···--· Teacher __ -·---···~·-·-·-·-: ... ·-·---~ --: :·---~~-: ; . ,· 
Directions to the Teacher 
Each child should be tested apart from the others in a 
room by himself. Give him an unused folder .. Take 
another folder and fill in the above blanks before beginning 
the reading. As the child reads, record his efforts, using 
the marks presented on the class record sheet, and following 
the directions printed there as accurately as possible. 
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COLLEGE OF QPTO'.~ETRY 
FOREST GROVE. OREGON 97116 
5031357-6151 "February·?, 1975 
Dear Parent; 
The College of Optometry at Pacific University is becoming 7ery 
interested in vision and learning in the schools. We would like to 
know just ~ow learnins proble~s are connected with a child's inability 
to use ~is vision correctly. 
We four senior optometry students are designing a thesis which 
will investigate such learning and vision relationships. To do this, 
we need to test all the second grade students at Cornelius and Joseph 
Gale elementary scnoo~s. The ~ests which we will administer are vision 
tcotG. or..l;:r, nnd will tnke bJcnt~f to thirty minutes on a.n individual 
basis. 
You are probably aware of the vision screening project performed 
by Pacific Cptometry School last spring; no doubt, your child was 
a part of th~s project. The tests we want to do now are a furthe~ 
screening of your child's perceptual skills. Ue feel that every child 
Ehould have these perceptual skills evaluated at this age. 
As w~th any scientific study, only the test results will be used. 
There will be no record of your name or your chil~'s name. Please fill 
out the bottom of this letter and return it to us in the enclosed en-






Yes, you have my permission to include my child in this study 
No, I would prefer my child not be a part of this study 
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58 JIM .T$[10J,U$C10J 
60 LET . .Jl="O, Ki=O, kc:=O, t·I~O, l··l=ft, L=O, ._12:::[1 
l 120 130 
14-U 
LET L.===L + 1. 
iF ~[IJ=1001 (OTO 220 







I r· L.< >~~:, GOTO l ·: .. o 
LET L.::::O 
PPit·-IT 
2;::-::o PPihT "< 13>TlFE L.n:t:E:L OF ~=,:[CC!r··ID ::::E:T CF lifiTfl"; 
2:3(i I t··~F'lJ-r 1..1$ 
C::40 FFHH "CtHEP A DATUI·I f~FTE:F.: EACH ·-::·" 
1 c~~~iO L..ET 1 .. ;::;;(: 
260 FOP.I=O TO N-1 
C:~..,~j l_f:.T L.~.:L ... i-1 
280 INPUT YCIJ; 
290 IF YEIJ=1G01 G070 360 
292 LET YCIJ=12~(5+Y[JJ) 
300 IF L<>5 GOTO 330 
:3i !Zt LET L.:"-!0 
:~:;::xr P F J r·rr -
:~::~::~-) t--ir::=·.:·r I . 
:~:4C:l I l···lPI.JT C 
350 IF C=1001 GOTO 3?0 
:~:(:,cr FlF: I t··!-f 
~~G rop !=0 TO N-1 
408 LET Jl~J1+X[IJ 
LET Kl~K1~XCIJ t2 
LET ·J~::~~'!.J~~+\' C I :1 
t_r.: -r I<E::=:::J <2·+:"1" [ I J ··i·;:::: 
ror? I =:::o TO n-· :t 
LET T 1 ::::T 1 + ( :=< [ I J ···t"l !. ) l;:: ~ ·r;::,Tc:+ ( '·{ L I J -i···i;=~) ··i\::~ 
LET M=M+(X[IJ - Mll#(Y[IJ-M2l 
L LT (:::::1'1-····::::;!:,:tF: ( T 1 ;,:: ·r;:::  l 
F'P I 1··rr 
r.,. .. , •r :. 1-r I , · ~ tA•'"• ,•-, ,-t I ;,. -, i .··· - I .-·, 
60U F'R:i: t··ll: ·- , .. ·' : ·. · . . ·· .. 
. t.:: ... 0 (·F.~ I r·h" ~ !' '•1FPit·1',' ' II :::~T .. .. IiEt:'· 11 . ~ ·" t·. !fif: .• "> it :~;Ul·1 OF ::=.:o . ,,, 
· 62k~ F' F:: II'IT ·T::;::, l'l'l, : :t ~ 1.}1 ~ r=~ . 1 -L1. 
. · 't.e~~. t-·F: T'I"H u::::: ~ Hi::~ ~ :~:2 ~ t..Je, l<;::- L2 
~~~, · L~~ c~~c1 MOY ~ 00 •-·· ~··~"- r_ . . .. •-..• ._. l .! , -1, . ·-'L.-
6:::Z;~ L.ET - : :=:;.:t:-.; :~; l t·! I !'I ~;2 
6:::4 ·LET F=:::: ::::::¢:~; ::: . ...- ( .::;4;,;r: ~::4) 
t.:::::t-:. PI:;,: I r·n " CFIU .::I.JLATED ~- t.JAL.UE == , .. ; F 
E-40 PPit·n 
6~.:;o PF:: I nr • • cor.::PEL.J4T I or~ c o rTF I c I EhT. ::-..: " ; c 
ceo LET .J:=tl, K=:::o 
670 FOR 1~0 TO N-1 
· 680 . LET 2=XCIJ-YCIJ 
6'?-0 LET .J=.J+Z 
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_ r - , ..:.& 1 . ... f ... -· •• r .... 1 , ... 
:?.TOP H·IPIJT OF Df{fH S'-:' T\'P I HU t 00 1 · n:::: f•l 'JHL.U[ 
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D ·i'i"EP f! ~JHTI.Jt·1 f•IF.TE:F: Ef:O·I ·."? 
? 96? 105? 110? 110? 104 .. 
~ · 122? ' 110? 110? 122? 105 
. .._... 11 :::!·:·. 11.121·~· : ·:.: .. ~s·? 1 (:)~~~·? 11 :~:; 
? 91? 103? 115? 112? 108 f 11~? ~~? 11 7 ? RR? 1 ~~ I~ 1~;~ ii~?-l~~?-~~?Lii0 ~ 1~~~ ti§~ ii~~ ~~~ 11~ 
-~· 10i:~? 116? :liZ~·~· 11~5? 110 
}.. 1001 . . 
~--.i·pr:· LHBF.L OF ~::;[COI"!D :;::;[T or Drrrt:r? i...fOCf!HULHF:::'/ 
· rxrrcr: n :DC:iTi.Jt·l r:tFTf::: r:- EJiCi .. ·\ ? 
l? 1~4? 1.3? 1.9? 2.5? 1.8 ? 2.6? 1.4? 1.7? 2.5? 4.1 
0 4~8? 3.1? 1.2? 2.9? 2.2 
r:a 1 a ~~:-··:- i:~ " :::·? 1 II ·r '? (~ • Cr? .:1-_"' :::: f 2.7? 1.1? 1.?? 1.6? ~.2 
? l.G? 3.3? 2.7? 2. 0? 2 .8 
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tli?r:r·{ cit?rtL. J f:!!:~-: ~~ :1. ·?~:• :t 1.::~, ~:~~~:~::::: ::::~ 
•I_IC)CfiT:UU-:iP\' ::~:·;). ·l':';')'j1 :l i?. ·;.·:::: l ') 
:t ·l .. .t.: ..... HI ~ ... LI . . 1··1 ...... c .. ::: 1 .. bi:i:::::.:;: :,;: J , .. ! ··1 l.l ... --r:··- F-- I , .. 1 I 1r· . - .•.. .• -
c:opr::El .. fH I 01'-! CC)fTT I C: I EJ IT ·- • ~:::;;::::43.39. 
J•l "<"•I 11 ··r·.-. r• '"•f"• , .. ,. ··-r .. f-r-.t-·• · ·-.[-,-. • c· •• :;, ... ·- ' .:·:· , .. '--' '. .iJ .l I" r :.r•:.r..J ) ... ... ::, 
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i. !f•th:. 
:i. Ci :t p t:;)~·:-;:~ 
1 f:) 1 u 0?~::: 
l t:~~~- u 1 (~:3 
1 .. · 
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l 
' . F:UI·! 
~~·F~J)i~?5f~1h . -~o -·'~:f;L.:.J~:'-~~~:·f~TE. .YO~~:F:curr I 01"\ COCFF I C I ElH t=it{D 1:1 T --TC:::T 
Uf- ::.:: J. tit'1 IF· I t...:Ht-,l .. :f:_ Uf· 1'1Lt-·lt'f:·:: 
·~~OP INPUT OF DATA BY TYPING 1001 AS A UALUE 
1f'1'PE l..f!BEL OF F I r<~:T SE-:T OF DtiTA·::· 1.) I ::::UfiL THF:EE: 
rr ITEP fl DHTI.Jl··1 HFTEP Ef!CH ? 
? 78? 90? 108? 78? 84 
-- ··;:- t~,l::.·? ~?:::·? .::.(:.·? ~,?,(i'? 1 ~5t:. 
R 90? 108? 98? 72? 90 
? 84? 84? 66? 84? 90 
? 90? 78? 78? 72? 102 
t.~: 
.·-~ .--,.-. 
L.~ .• • :. :' 
j_ • ·:..:r-;:o 
j_ " ~-=-··;· 
·I ,·-, ..... , 
- " c:. ~· 
i " ~?·? 
" (~·":> :! •.. - : 
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.:.:." ··-' :' 
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• • : . :1 t.::. 
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·--' • L .. 
·::· •') 
·-·· c ·-· 
·:::: :1 ;:.l 
1::[1.). 
UIS(JAL THP '85.95 23.7854 
I.)ClC:fJ }::;t.JLf~F:'l !J•:.i u :;:,;,.•:)·:;t l t::" ·:~ .. ~~ .:~ J::: 
7 C0LCULRTED F UALUE = 3.51456 
'- ·" ... r:· .... ·L ·-,- T - II - .. f. .. ·-r-· I - -r r:-r ·-r· --...... - -t:t...JI ::~p::t: .. •Mt-: ... 1 . ...1 .. I,_:IJ.: .. t" ... 1 ...: ·' r.:.. -~ = M ;-.~:::,~:~:;~!::::tt 
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OF ~::;I C;t-1 IF I Cf·it··ICE OF f'1Ef1H~:; 
::ri OF' II:'1PL.IT OF IW!TFI • :~:.:·,· T\T' HIG ·1 ( 'til . f~i:;::; f~i I iRL.UE 
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2.2? 1.3? 3. i? 3.4 
t·iFJY·I 
COPY FORM 82.?5 5.98i81 
uocrmu1 r:!F\' e·:::,. 4 ~::/Y) 1 i :~ ~ '?3 i ·::; 
(f~iLCULfHFT! F I lfll.JJ[ == .::: .• ~i:3027 
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PPOCf;:nr l TO Ct-::1L.CUUHE COF:PEL f:TIOt-1 COEFf i CIEHT flt'!Ir f1 T-T[~:T 
OF :::.I GI"H F I CAI'"ICE OF !'•1CI:itt: : 
STOP JNPUT or DATA BY TYPING 10Al AS A UALUE 
T'lF E u =mrL OF r· I F::~:T :::E:T ·OF DATI;? LFHEPAL IT\' 
El HEP f.! Dl·fl Ui.'l FIFl TF.' Et::n::l l ·-::-
·? . :~! ~t -~· ::::4 -~· 
··::: ::; .:t. ~? . ~=· ·;,··:;. 
.-.. -~.. -. 
::-.;.J :· 
? 84? 84? 102? 87? 72 
? 96? 87? 78? 96? ~9 
? ~:<::? 99? 9E;'f' 'S10·-::· 11)0 1 
T\ 'Pt: t..n i·::El. nr· : .. a::::ccnn ~:.:rr nr Df T!1? '· · 'CJCFril1:-r:uu~:u.:-(\' 
C·"'f[F: n Df·,-:-l_!t·t ~~ ~-T['f~: n-=tCH ·-::· 
? L.4? 1.3? 1. 9? 2.5° 1. 8 
·:.· .. ~' ,. 1' .·' 
1 ~ 4''? 
l $ ~~: ·? ~~~ II '3'7-' 
1 }I -;--'·? 2·. [I'? 
? 1 . 1? 1. 9? ~ . 6? 
•') .:.j. . f .·-t ::~. (1~· i "I 3'? 
• ·::• ;.:~ • ~~ ·t• 1 a .3·-::• :~~ a i .) 
·:.-:· ·:··-· 
t._ .. ··-' : 
1 u c 
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or :~j;J:m·ur·rcr:iHCE: or t·IFJitt3 . 
:::nop · I t~·n=·uT OF :DftTA :B\' T'/P I 1<11:; 1 00 i r:1::; ~:i l.ifiLUE 
TYPE LABEL OF FIRST SET OF bATI~? GRAY ORAL 
D:flTF: fi DfiTUt·l t-JrT[F: [f=ICH ? 
? 96? 105? 110? 110? 104 
? 122? 110? 110? 122? 105 
? 118? 110? 105? 115? 91 
? 103? 115? 112? 108? 110 
? 85? · 117? 98? 123? 102 
? 116? 108? 82? 84? 110 
? 120? 115? 117? 9?? 116 
? 102? 116? 112? 115? 110 
·-::· 1!210 l 
T·,'fT: LJH::LL OF' :;::;[()JHT.t :;;[T OF 
E:HTE'i? n :ur::rnJ!·1 f'W"TEF LHC! ·I ? 
? 1.7? O? 1~~? 2.7? 1.4 
-~ - .:t •') 
... a I • 
·:t ·:.~·-:· -, .·-•. -·. ·~·'• I ~ L: • .. ) :' 
1 a ~1--=:~l_ 1 II ::~ '7-' 
'l -., ..... 
• L • J." :' 
1 u s::i.'? 






/ ~1UI 1t;t:R OF UfiLUFY; - 4(l 
t'it::J=:t··l 
GPfi\' OF:fiL l t:J?. 9 l C1 • ~:;~;:.o~-:- 111. w ~52'3 
CCti'IPr~:E:HEI·l:::: ::;A. 7?9:::: ll . :~~:·::•a 
criLCUL.t=tTED r '.IF!LUE =::: 1. 1 r=.:.:::::::c.: 
RESULTS FOR DIFFERENCES 
t·iC:fiH=--: 2:~:. 1 ;::~ ::nn DEI...i=:= L:::. 19~::::: 
T :;:;: 11 • 13 1:::~.:-:~t:r 
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F'F:OCf?Cil1 -~·c CHl..CULH fE. CUPIT.LHT I Ot"l CULFF I C I FJ"fr f~l·m H T-TE:!~:T 
OF :::I Cl1 IF T. Cr!r·1CE. OF" t·1Lfitt:; 
. ::::TOP H1PUT" OF :DfHF! :C.:\' T'"i'F'HiC 1001 fl~~~; ·1:1 I.Jf!LJ.l[ 
r,'F'C LJrPEL. OF FIF:::n !=:;;[T OF DfYTH::O I.)J::::UAL THF:E:C 
EJ··lTER H Dr1TUf-1 fiFT[F.: 1:-.JiCH ·~· 
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? 6&? 84? 90? 90? 78 
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? 108? 78? 72? 84? 144 
? 90? 90? 120? 66? 1001 
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SUBJECT # 1' 
5 
One of the most interesting birds which 
. ... 
' . 
•., ... .. 
A boy had a dog. ~ .... ".(·: c-
The d?~ ran into the woq~a!.. , r-
The _.P._Q..Y_ran after the dog. ,,,., . .!..!' ·-' 
He wanted the dog to go--home. 
But Hie- dog would not go home. 
.. .. _ ______ , ever lived in my bird-room wa.s a blue..;jay · . 
The little _};10Y- said, '-'-· ~ !... 
~'I canii'bt go home without my dog." 
TKen Hie b"o:t began to cry. 
i . ' b";; y .... r_ ~ .;,;...~~ ... _; 
'-..) "~2 
() ['f" . 
_Dnc_e_there was a little pig. 
He liveP.' witlt~!s r;no~h~.~ in a pen. 
One day he saw h1s four feet. 
r ·<:t•) ~ ' r·--7, rL .• ~ 
~.-.... . ' ' (:,~f( 1('1 -) 
b:5 <j• c... 
-------
"Mother,'' he $aid, "What can I do with my 
feet?" 
q::; sec.. 
His mother said, "You can run with them .. " 
So the little pig ran round and round the 




Once there was a cat and a mouse. They ---·---
lived in the same house. The cat bit off t:he ·t 2 
mouse's tail. ''Pray puss," said the mouse, , -
"give me my ]ong tail again." . 
"No, "said the cat, "I will not give you youy 
tail till you bring me some milk." 
4 
Once there lived a king and a queen · in a 
large pal ace. But the king and queen were 
not happy. There were no little children in 
the house or garden. One day they found a 
poor little boy and girl at their door. They 
took them into the beautiful palace and 
made then1 their own. The king and queen 
were then happy. · 
named Jackie. He was full of business fro~ · '.·.-. 
morning till night, scarcely ever still. He·· · . "._' 
had been stolen from a nest long before he . .. . • · ': 
could fly, and he had been reared in a house. ·, 
long before he had been given to me as a pet. 
6 .... 
The part of farming enjoyed most by ·a . · 
boy is the making of maple sugar. It is 
better than blackberrying and almost as 
good as fishing. One reason why a boy likes 
this work is that someone else does most of· 
it. It is a sort of work in which he can 
appear to be very industrious ·and yet do but 
little. 
7 
It was one of those wonderful eveni.ngs 
such as are found only in this magnificent 
region. The sun had sunk behin:d the 
mountains, but it was still light. · The 
pretty twilight glow embraced a third of the 
sky, and against its brilliancy stood the dull 
white masses of the mountains in evident 
contrast. 
s 
The crown and glory of ·a useful life is ·· 
character. It is the noblest possession of 
man. It forms a rank in itself, an estate in 
the general good will, dignifying every sta- · . 
tion and exalting · ev~ry position in society. 
It exercises a greater power than wealth, 
and is a valuable means of securing honor. 
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· .~· ; . • 'J.'Iarrung .tt 6r. L . · \ 
~~-~ng fingers 0 5 yr. R hand (point to child's R hand) \ 
: :.·. (1) Thumb .· Sho~ me your R hand ,(if can't name~ hand) t 
. · · · 2 Index (pter) .How do you know? 
A ·r. ., 
j • 
Naming ~rts of body 
.L. Eye 
. ; 
I f ~ t • 2. Eyebrow 
:3. · Palm 
· (3) Middle (2-2) ~-· ·.t L hand (pointto child's L hand) 
~4. Elbow 
j 




. ' j : Index 
3 ·Ring 
~ ] Middle 




(f . : Bend head, X .J 
tap fl. 
with heel 
~ Raise head, 
I 
open mouth 
(£ 1 Rear 








11~ I(J Co;:n:.~, 
~ .~ CC'/7~2 
_.:;.__ ~./ '.~ 
' ;;.._ 
X _, ) 





- Ring (wear) 
Little 
E":-~r's R hand (show) 
How do you know? 
Double Command{) 5 yr. items 




















R thumb-R little 
L hand-L knee 
L ring-R eyebrow 
R elbow-palm L hand 
R middle-L cheek 
L thumb- R thumb 
R middle-L little 
R little-L ring 
L middle-R index 
L thumb-R ring 
Total 
n!r~ ~ 1..aft ~jn:;_ 
6 7 a 9 
2 • .3 2.~ 1 .. 9 1.2 
7.1 6.4 4 .. 5 :2.,6 
X 7wl o•. ~. ~(\v 
X -1. ~'0\ 





X 9;,_ . \~t,0 
'I ~ . '· )._,9 ~...,...,, ,~ 
·• t 
\ 
t··,l.' \ ~· 
.r. · ··(;'"~ 
-~ '{I ,, 
.\ -\ ,-. () ,...., 
X 0 ~~ 
. '. 
\. ,. ,, 
-i"t 0 Av. t.,,~ ( ~ :-1.r 
10 Ad': 
l.l. .8.5 
2.3 1 .. .3 
T11blot II. - THE B ·SCORES IN TERMS Of' RA'if SCQ~~ 
R•w Score 8-SeON J T•ble I.- PARAGR~PH SCO~E Ra,.. Score B-Sc:-orzo 
.C.2 
~ 'lor 
0 1 2 s 
' 
~ e llO'N 
1 1 4 18 
2 1.6 19 -4.-4 
} 1 8 20 4.~ 
4 1.9 21 
"·' 1 2.1 22 4.9 
40 or I:II~JN •••••••••••• 4 4 ! I 1 0 0 0 
6 J ~ 2} ~-· 7 2 4 24 .1
~~~ ............... . • 4 ! ! 1 l l 0 8 2 6 2~ ~.-4 W.l:P •••••••••••••••• 4 4 3 I 2 l l 0 
JO.!-f ••• •••••••• •• ••• .. 4 3. -~I J 1 1 0 19 or t-...... ·.·· .... .. 
' 
4 2 1 1 0 
9 l.B 26 ').7 
10 2.9 27 5.9 
II } 1 2!1 6.1 
12 \ . 1 29 6 . .( 
I} ~ 4 }0 6.7 
14 \ (. }1 7.0 
1'\ } .. }2 7.} 
j 
-61-
16 3.9 H 7.7 
17 4 . 0 J• 80 
.. 
· • T .' · .-. rr:e .with non•do~inant. hand . . ···(2 :'-'<-.J"o-Q. · • · · : 

















Card Z ~ 
Card 3 · ~ 
Card 4 h : 
• I 
L __ 
I , . 
~ v "'~) 
. -~ I 
() r: '¥ 
,.I mo ~ 
(JJ 
-1 E) 






I I . \1 Co-''' 
l .. -l _/ 
/ ( 
' '· 
5 year~ ••••••••• 3.5 
5} years ••••••••• 4.5 
6 years ••••••••• 5.7 
6~ years ••••••••• ·6.S 
7 year~ ••••••••• 7.6 
a year~ ••••••••• 8.8 
9 year~ ••••••••• 10~ 
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A boy had a dog. · 
SUBJECT II :4 
The dog ran into the woodn. 
The boy ran after the dog. 
He ·wanted the dog to go home. 
But the dog would not go home. 
The little boy said, 
'"I cannot go home ~without my dog." 
Then the boy began to cry. 
2 
Once there was a little pig. 
He lived w·ith his mother in a pen. 
One day he saw his four feet. 
(~ 
rz- .-(c... *. 
/ 
/ 
"Mother," he tsaid, "what can I do with my 
feet?" 
His mother said, "You can run with them." 
So the little pig ran round and round the 
pen. ,.. ,~;·. , ,( r 
3 
Once there was a cat and a mouse. They 
lived in the same house. The cat bit off the 
mouse's tail. "Pray puss," said the mouse, 
"give me my long ·tail again." 
"No, "said the cat, "I will not give you your 
tail till you bring me some milk." 
. 4 
Once there lived a king and a queen in a 
large ~~Iii~. But the~ king and queen were 
not happy.-- There ~_e no little children in 
the house or garden. One day they found a 
poor little boy and girl at their door. They 
took them into the beautiful palace and 
made them their own. The king and queen 
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One of the most intfr:esting birds which 
ever lived in my bird::Orobh1' was a blue-jay 
named Ja'i:tt<i\r. Hewas-full of businen.~ f~om q 
morning till night, scarcely ever still. He . ., 
had been stolen from a nest Ion~ bef~r; he i:. 
could fly, and he had been r;~~'e'Ci ''in a house ' · t! 
long before he had been given to me as a pet. :(1 
E? .. ,' ·~ 
. . '7 
The part of farming enjoyed . most by a • t-
boy is the making of maple sugar. It is 
better than blncl~berrying and almost ·. ns 
good as finhing. One reason why a boy likes · · 
this work is that someone else does most of · · 
it. It is a sort of work in which he . can 
appear to be very industrious and yet do but 
little. . ~ . 
7 
It was one of those wonderful evenings 
such as are found only in this magnificent 
region. The sun had sunk behind the . 
mountains, but it was still light. The 
pretty twilight glow embraced a third of the 
sky, and against its brilliancy stood the dull 
white masses of the mountains in evident · 
contrast • 
8 
The crown and glory of a useful lite iB 
character. It is the nobleat possession of 
man. It forms a rani{ in itself, nn estate in 
the general good will, dignifying every .sta-
tion and exalting every ponition in .society. 
It exercises n greater power th~n wealth, 
and is a valuabla means of securing hon01·. 
• • : I • , 1 •~ • 4. 1 T -.. • •• • 
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I I ( I 
__j_] 
.·cJ r. ~ 
I l I I 
.. 
I. v. \.I /Jf] 
. - ~. . . - h. I 
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Ag~ I·; ~: : · >. -:·:, ·· .  :;:~· ::·~ :' ·.· ·. ·.· . : 
·N-, 1iting. ~~s· of body·- ... : 
. . . ·. ·. . .. · .. 
1. .Eye 
'1 '. •• 








l ~ ·Ring 
4 Middle · 
(5 Cl. eyes,· 
bend head 
(€'' ! Bend head, 
j tap fl. 
with heel 
'1 l Raise head, 
. open mouth 
(8\ Rear 







:.: ~· ; - · ' ~~t1.nung .« & L \ 
· .. ~~ring finge:.rs 0 5 . yr.· R hand ( pointto ~hild'~ ·n. hand) . \ 
-. , I 
·.: . . {1) Thum~ - : Show me your R hand (if can't name~ hand) V 
.- :·: · 2 Index (pter) . • How do you know? · 
.. . 
: . ' (3) Middle (2-2) 
. . ~.' 
L hand (point to child's L hand) 
E:x:-~r•s R hand (show) /' 
~ow do you know? , 
Double Command () 5 yr. items 
Seconds Mcthoo 
(1) R thumb-R little tL ~ 
2 L hand-L knee t/ 3 
3 L ring- R eyebrow / 1 
4 R elbow-palm L hand t/'/ 
._f 
~ ..../ iij--..1 5 R middle-L cheek J v . f) (J~ ·. 
6 L thumb- R thumb ,/· ~7.._ \j . q ~ f "'-\-· ~· • 
(7) R middle- L little / ..-(_j 
8 R little-L ring ,/& 
9 L middle-R i'ndex t/ / l.O 
10 L thumb-R ring ~-i 
I Total 
Av. __ _ Total · L/1 
- ' 
Av. <(Z f1.'1'r\ c ,,J. 
. . 1 
I . 
~d1~~:'-S 
A'----~·»~--~6~,--~7 ____ ~8 ____ ~2 ____ ~1~0~----~Ad~_ 
3.0 
1.3 • .3 
2.S 
8.4 









~ .. r ~~IOI 
Tllhle II.- THE 13-SCOR£5 IN TERMS OF' R.AW SC9:l.H: 
1 
I 
l'able I.- P.hRAGRJ\Pll SCOR.E 
J!!«.c an 
0 1 s 3 
" 
60 07 DI7N •• ,,., •••• ,, 
" 
4 3 I 1 
J~U •..••••••.••••.. • .. 3 ! 1 l.t$.39 •••••••••••••••• 
' " 
3 , 
' SIO·l!f •••••••••••••••• .. .. 3 .a i J~ OP ~••••••••••••• 4 4 4 3 J 
!5 e rr c:>r l:lO'I'$ 
0 0 0 
1 l 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
-67-
lt11'1"' !kor~ R-Scoreo p,,...., Scor~ 8-Sc-O('<f 
1 I 4 18 -4.2 
2 L6 19 4.4 
3 1 8 20 ··~ 4 1.9 21 4.7 l 2.1 22 .C.9 
6 2 } 2} ~-1 
7 2 4 24 ~.J 
6 2 6 2l ~ . .c 
9 1.8 26 ~.7 
10 2.9 27 ).9 
II .\ I 2tl 6.1 
12 \.2 29 6..C 
l3 ~ 4 30 6.7 
14 l (· H 7.0 1' } ...  H 7.) 
JG 3.9 ·n 7.7 
17 4.0 }f 80 
. . . . .. ·. : 
:·' · .. .-.,r!e .with n~~- ~~minant . . ha.nd . . ·. 
l . • .. .· . ·._. . . • ~- • • ' . J • • .. • :· .., . . 
. · ... 
= ,-, 








--- ---- ~. 
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; . :-· 
r• - 1 • 1 , l ' ~ ' ' \ 
















..J I ,. 
""... ..; .J~ t. f. . . 
L . -- ~-
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Card 2 ~ 
. y 
Card 3 · ~ 
Card 4 h 
r·1 I'D .tr 
~ -1 E) 
[[ T n= 
-68-
5 year:. ......... 3.5 5-, years ........• 4 . .5 . 
6 years ..•..•..• . 5. 7 
6~ years ....... · .• ·6.S 
? year:t ........• 7.6 ~ 
a yea.r:t ••••••••• 8.8 
9 year a - ••••••• • 10..4. 
10 year~ ••••••••• 11.2 
. . ' . 
. . . .. , . ·. . 
. : . . . . 
: ·. . . . . . .· . . . ·. ·. . . : . . ... . . . . ·. . .: ' . 
. :_: : /:. : :, . : . .· : : :·· I ·. . . . . : :. . ; > . 
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t : SUBJECT #\5 
A boy had a dog. . ·. 
The dog ran into the woo de. ; 
The boy ran after the dog. · 
rJ 
'{·· ,/ __ ,., 
.,.l 
· He wanted the dog to go home. 
But the dog would not go home. . 
The little boy said, · 
"I cannot go home without niy dog." 
Then the boy began to cry. 
2 
Once there was a little pig. 
He lived with his moth~t: in a pen. 
_ One day he saw his([our 'feet. 
. "Mother," he said, "wna( can I do with my 
·· feet?" 
His mother said, "You can run with them." 
So the little pig ran round and round the 
. , pen. :· , 
. 3 ,r/ 
. C·(' / ~ . ,/_ 
Once there was a cat and a mouse. They 
lived in the name hous~ . . The cat bit off the 
mouse' a tail. "Pray puas," said the mouse, 
"give me my long tail a'gain." 
~ "Not "said the cat, "I ·will not give you your 
\~ t.ail till you bring me some milk." . 
4 




Once .there lived a king and a queen in a 
large palace. But the king and queen were 
not happy. There were ~9 little children in 
the house or garden. One day they found a 
·.poor little boy and girl at their door. They 
took them into the beautiful palace and 
~-a~.~ t_~em their own. 1The king and queen 
were tlien happy~· - r-o: p~··¢ 
u 
:cG·) 
r r : 
<:;.; J • 
' J__; .,///' 
/ 2-. 
(L(J 
I C ..c.. 
.f ·.-(') -:.; .. •" ? 






. . \ - ~ : ,~.~.· . :: · . . ·. -~ 
- J '·· -5 ._ ( ··. . . 
One o£ the · most interesting birds which : '/. 
ever lived in my bird-room ·was a· blue-jay 
named Jackie. He was full of ~~si~ess from ·c; 
morning till night, scaYcely ev.er still;. He t;..:. 
I .., 1 · - · , 
had been stolen from a nest long before he·· ·/ 
could fly, and he had been r~j{r:ed in . a· house. ~ .. 
long before he had been given1to, me as .a · pet.:"·· 
. \ ,.\\ . -----: - l f ~ f ~ . 
6 \ .. ' : . . ( 
The part of farming enjoyed most by a 
boy is the making of maple sugar, It is 
better than blackberrying and almost' as ·. 
good as fishing. One reason why a · boy likes 
this work is that someone else does ·most of 
it. It il5 a sort of work in which he can · 
appear to be very industrious and yet do btit . 
little • 
7 .. 
It was one of those wonderful evenings 
such as are found only in this magnificent 
region. The sun had sunk behind the 
mountains, but it wns still light. The· 
pretty twilight glow embraced a third of the 
sky, and against its brilliancy stood the du:ll 
white manses of the mountains in evident 
contrast. 
8 
The crown and glory of a usefu.l life is 
character. It is the noblest possession of 
man. It forms a rank in itself, an estate in 
the general good will, dignifying every sta-
tion and exalting every position _in- society. 
It exercises a greater power than wealth, 
and 'is a valuable means of securing honor. 
~~ 0 I I I 0 o Oa •:0 0 • o 0. • , ' o ·..:.· I I ;' ·, o 0 ... _ .. , • • o " o • ! , I • I ,I 
oo ·: 'o ••' ' ',I • t o f • : I • I o 'o : o •.. ,·~ o 0 • ,I • : • ' ~.' ' • I 
.·. . . . . : . ' ·. . : .. . ' ... '· . . . ·' .: : VlSUAL . 3 .. ·. ·. 
- .. • .. • .. • • • ... • .... ,4-. • • • 
.,, . ,. -· . . . . 
• -· . 1 
.· ... .. . 
' 
·. .· ) 
... 
' NAME. · SUBJECT # 15 · I .....-' · ___ DATE ____ _ 
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. I 



































• • • '"' ·.... >- !': ~o .',. I 
' ' :. 
, • . 
.;. . '·· 
. .. 
. 1. Eye 
. . ~ . 
. .. 
~ - Eyebrow 
3. Palm 
4~ Elbow 
ng ,: Commands p 5 yr. items 
(l 1 Eye 
2 Index 
~ l ·rung 
4 Middle 
I (5 1 Cl. eyes~ · 
ben.~ head 
(6 Bend head, 
tap fl. 
with heel 
7 Raise head. 
open mouth 
(8" \ Rear 
(9, R thumb 





~··\~. :. · . · • • . '. _.l'IBITLlDg J:(. 6t L \ 
Na~ng fi~ge~s 0 5 _yr. Rha.rid (pointtochild'sRhand) I · 
· _.•· (i) Thumb . · · Show me your R hand (if can't namo ~ h?-.rJd} ~ 
. , · .. · 2 Index (pter) ; How do you know? · -~-
. . .. :. 
_;,. ~ -~· (3) . Middle (2-2) Lhand (pointtochild'sLhand) 
v 4 Ring (wear) E~-~r's R hand (show) 
. . 
· ·. (5} Little·· How do you, know? . 
Double Command () 5 yr r items 
Method Seconds Method 
(1) R thumb-R little ,_/ 0 
---
2 L hand-L knee 1/ ::2_ r · 
. ' 
3 L ring- R eyebrow 1// 7 
4 R elbow-palm L hand ~ 3 
1.1\ 5 R middle-L cheek 
/ .· 0--
"!:;:; 6 L thumb- R thumb /~ 






--Vl v \..J 8 R little-L ring 
9 L middle-R index ,/ ' &; 
10 L thumb-R ring ~to 
Total Av. __ _ Tolal _!j_]__ 
!t'-~ g;::d 1Al't. &e7:1 1'q 
. l ~ ~ 6 7 8 2 10 Ad': 
lt$10 ~l!OVA!• 
:;b~j eat~· 
3.0 2.3 2 .. 3 2.1 1 .. a ~.2 1 .. 1 .ss 
1,3.3 8.4 7.1 6.4 4.5 2.6 2.3 1.3 
Tableli.- THE B-SCORES IN TERMS OF R/.'i!l SC2~ES. 
j R111,.. &or~ A-.Scf:tr~ a ... Scor~ &-Se~ 1 I 4 18 -'-2 
2 1.6 19 ..... 
T•bl~ J. - PARAGRAPH SCORE 
3 ui 20 4.~ 
4 1.9 21 ~ . 1 e.ec.da 1or 
0 1 ! s 
' 
fl 8 l:lOTot 1 2.1 22 4.9 
6 2 } 2) ~-) 
7 2" 24 S.1 
8 2 G 2'S ~-· 9 l.A 26 .7
10 2.9 l1 S.9 
II } I 21l G.1 
11 \.2 29 6.4 
4-0 or DON ••••• ,., •••• 4 4 .! I 1 0 0 0 
J0-!9 •..•••••••.•••.. • • 21 
, 1 1 1 0 
""" ................ • • 3 ' 
I 1 1 0 
»>·U • ..•.•••.. • ..••. 4 • 3 :I J 1 1 0 19 OJ' t-.......... , .. • " ' I 1 1 0 
- 13 3 4 30 6., 
14 \ (· H 7.0 
·~ } ... n 7.} 16 3.9 H 7.7 






.... me with :~on-dominant h.ind; 
.. •... . , 
Copy for~s / R L __ 
L - --
'- · - ~·- y~~ lit 
Card 1 _A ~ 
Card Z 't;T 1~1 
C.ard 3 · ~ ~ 
. ., , . 
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. _.-· 
"----~----" j ·. -: 




Vi:mal III Scoree 
5 yea.r:. ......... 3.5 5l years o•••••••• 1.,..5 
6 years •........ 5.7 
6~ years .... ~ ...•. 6.8 
1 year~ Ill •••••••• 7.6 
8 yenr~ ......... 8.S 
9 y6are . . . . . . . . • 10-4 
10 years ••••••••• ll.2 
. . . - ··~· · · .. :"· . . .· - . 
. . ' ~ . . . .  . . . . - ··.' ' :· . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . . . ..;  
. .. - . 
·, 
. . 
. l . . . -. 
. . 
r· I. . 
1 -: 
r ·. 
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